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FORD SITE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

waterfronts and urban industrial districts to new approaches
in sustainable development.

The Ford Site Zoning Framework Study follows previous
redevelopment planning studies for the site and considers
whether or not the City’s current zoning districts can
effectively provide for:

Of the seven case studies examined, six utilized alternative
types of zoning, typically form or design-based regulations
rather than use-based zoning. More details including lessons
learned are described in the body of this report and in the full
case studies appendix.

1) the range and mix of uses and scale of development
contemplated in the five redevelopment scenarios;
2) economic, social, and environmental sustainability that
relates to the surrounding neighborhood; and
3) flexibility to respond to market changes that are likely to
occur over the years it will take to fully redevelop the site.
The report includes an analysis and evaluation of the
City’s current zoning tools; a brief summary of zoning
approaches used on other large, urban development and
redevelopment sites around the county; and recommended
options for a Ford Site zoning framework. Unlike previous
studies, which focused on exploring and identifying goals
and ideas for the site’s future, this study aims at analyzing
and identifying how available zoning tools may be used to
achieve the collective redevelopment vision.

Review and Analysis
The consultant team reviewed the City’s zoning code,
subdivision ordinance, stormwater regulations, licensing
requirements and other regulations, in relation to the previous
planning studies. Based on identified goals for the site and
likely redevelopment scenarios, Saint Paul’s current zoning
districts that would be most applicable to the Ford Site are the
Traditional Neighborhood Districts (T Districts) and the IT
Traditional Industrial District.
The T Districts offer opportunities and challenges in terms of
their use for the Ford Site. The opportunities are based on their
familiarity and widespread use across a range of sites in Saint
Paul, while the challenges can be attributed to the large size
and unique characteristics of the Ford Site. Of the T Districts,
T3 and T4, appear to be most applicable, with IT for light
industrial and R&D areas, and perhaps T2 as a transition zone
along some edges. Preparation of a Master Plan to accompany
zoning for a site as large as Ford (+120 acres) will be an
important step towards realizing the complex elements of site
redevelopment, such as infrastructure systems and phasing.
Zoning case studies analyzed for the Ford Site include seven
projects that address parameters of urban form, land use mix,
administrative processes and performance metrics similar to
those expressed in the “Phase I Planning: Five Redevelopment
Scenarios” report and the “Roadmap to Sustainability”
report. The case studies include a range of projects and
zoning approaches, from redevelopment of post-industrial

Dual Zoning Approaches
The Traditional Neighborhood 3 and/or 4 and Industrial
Transition district (IT) zoning districts with a Master Plan
are the most applicable current city zoning districts. However,
analysis of them in relation to the goals and concepts
illustrated of the “Phase I Planning: Five Redevelopment
Scenarios” and the “Roadmap to Sustainability” reports
suggest that a series of modifications could be made to
improve their applicability to the Ford Site. Modifications
range from increasing bike parking requirements to providing
density bonuses for affordable housing. A more detailed list of
suggested modifications is outlined in the body of this report.

As an alternative to using the City’s existing zoning tools
(with modifications), a transect-based zoning approach
has also been developed. Transect districts (or zones)
are administratively similar to zoning districts used in
conventional zoning, but in addition to regulating use,
density, building heights and setbacks, they address private
and public frontages, public spaces, block types, and
building design. The Ford Site transect identified in this
study builds upon detailed analyses of site area context,
patterns of use and form depicted in the five scenarios, and
the standard rural to urban transect template as originally
developed by the Congress for the New Urbanism. Five
specific transect zones or districts were calibrated (adjusted
for local site conditions) for use within the Ford Site:
t %/BUVSBM
t %.JYFE3FTJEFOUJBM7JMMBHF
t %.JYFEVTF7JMMBHF
t %(FOFSBM6SCBO
t %8PSLQMBDF
The five proposed transect districts provide a range and mixture
of uses and built form that increase in density, intensity and
complexity from the natural park-like areas closest to the
Mississippi River to a tightly interconnected urban grid of
mid-rise, multi-family residences, shops and workplaces.

Based upon the research and analysis undertaken within this
study, two applicable zoning approaches for implementing
the vision and goals of the “Phase I Planning: Five
Redevelopment Scenarios” report and the “Roadmap to
Sustainability” report emerge:
1) use the City’s current tools with modifications; or
2) prepare an new, alternative set of Ford Site-specific
zoning tools.
These two approaches offer a choice between modifying
several of the City’s existing zoning districts and using them
to regulate site development and developing a new set of
contextual tools, configured specifically for the redevelopment
of the site. Either approach will require additional resources
(time, money, and planning expertise) to ensure that the
zoning applied to the Ford Site integrates into the City’s
current regulatory system while serving as one of several
critical redevelopment implementation tools.
Both of the zoning framework approaches address
fundamental components of sustainability (environmental,
social and economic) such as reducing carbon emissions
and reducing auto-dependence by requiring more compact,
walkable, mixed-use and transit supportive development.
There are other aspects of sustainability, such as building
energy, materials and solid waste, that are typically outside
the purview of zoning regulations and more effectively
addressed by building codes and other federal, state and
municipal regulations.

The two zoning approaches present an array of advantages:

City Zoning Disadvantages:
t $JUZDPEFNBZOPUCFBTVOEFSTUBOEBCMFPSVTFSGSJFOEMZUP
national developers who are more familiar with transectbased, design oriented models of zoning.
t -FBWJOHEFTJHOEFDJTJPOTUPUIFNBTUFSQMBOOJOHQSPDFTT
may make some people nervous, since master planning is a
less understood than zoning and has uncertain outcomes.
t 3FWJTJPOTUPFYJTUJOH[POJOHEJTUSJDUTNBZOPUCFWFSZ
applicable to other locations within the City - thus
requiring a new district or districts specific to Ford.
Transect-based Zoning Advantages:
t &TUBCMJTIFTTQFDJmD QMBDFCBTFESFHVMBUJPOTJOSFTQPOTFUP
Ford Site planning studies and neighborhood context.
t 1SPWJEFTGPSBmOFSHSBJOPGVSCBOJTNEJWFSTJUZBOENJY
of block, building, street and public space within the
zoning districts.
t 5SBOTFDUCBTFE[POJOHJTXFMMSFHBSEFEOBUJPOBMMZCZ
developers of more complicated, mixed-use projects.
t 5SBOTFDUCBTFE[POJOHDBOCFSFBEJMZBEBQUFE DBMJCSBUFE 
and applied to other large redevelopment sites within the
City and region.

Transect-based Zoning Disadvantages:
t $SFBUJOHBOFXDPEFGPSNBUWFSTVTUXFBLJOHFYJTUJOHDPEF
will require more resources (time and money).
t -FBSOJOHDVSWFGPS$JUZTUBĊBOEOFJHICPSIPPE
community stakeholders.

City Zoning Advantages:

t 1PUFOUJBMBENJOJTUSBUJWFDPNQMFYJUZEFQFOEJOHPOIPX
new provisions are integrated into existing code.

t 'BNJMJBSUPDJUZTUBĊ OFJHICPSIPPETUBLFIPMEFSTBOEMPDBM
developers.

Role of the Master Plan

t "ENJOJTUSBUJPOPGDPEFJTBMSFBEZXFMMFTUBCMJTIFEBOE
generally understood.
t 3FWJTJPOTUPFYJTUJOH[POJOHEJTUSJDUT PWFSMBZT BOE.BTUFS
Plans can be drafted to apply specifically to the Ford Site
or to other locations within Saint Paul.
t .BTUFSQMBOTDBOQSPWJEFGPSBmOFSHSBNPGVSCBOJTN
within the structure of existing zoning districts.
t ɨFEFTJHOPSJFOUFEOBUVSFPGUIF5SBEJUJPOBM
Neighborhood Districts, as modified to better serve the
Ford Site, could serve as a model for use on other large
redevelopment sites in the City or other communities in
the Metropolitan region.

The use of a Master Plan (through its public preparation
process and multiple components) provides increased levels of
study, detail and predictability to the development planning,
approvals and build-out process. Previous site planning
explorations conducted and documented in the Phase I
Planning - Five Redevelopment Scenarios report illustrate a
range of redevelopment possibilities. However, once a buyer/
developer for the site has been identified, more in-depth
analyses, planning and design (including a rezoning) are
likely to commence.
The level of complexity and specificity addressed in a future
Master Plan may depend upon which zoning framework path
is followed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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In December 2011, Ford Motor Company closed its Twin Cities Assembly Plant, which had operated in Saint Paul for over 80 years.
The property is located on the east bank of the Mississippi River, surrounded by a vibrant residential community and business district,
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The Ford Site is surrounded by a variety of existing uses from the Mississippi River to parks, retail shops, and residences
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Extensive planning and studies have been conducted in
preparation for the site’s redevelopment, including specific
studies focusing on park and open space design, sustainable
stormwater management, green manufacturing reuse,
sustainable community development, and conceptual
redevelopment planning. Ford Site related planning
studies are available for review at http://www.stpaul.gov/
fordsite. Of these, the two that most directly identify future
redevelopment vision, goals, and parameters for the site are:
t 1IBTF*1MBOOJOH'JWF3FEFWFMPQNFOU4DFOBSJPT

ɨF1IBTF*1MBOOJOH'JWF3FEFWFMPQNFOU4DFOBSJPT
report identifies this vision for the site:
“The redeveloped Ford Site will balance economic, social,
and environmental sustainability in a way that conserves
and improves the qualities and characteristics of the
unique Highland Park neighborhood and Mississippi River
7BMMFZ$PSSJEPSJOXIJDIJUTJUT XIJMFBEWBODJOHUIF$JUZT
economic wealth and community goals, resulting in a
forward-thinking 21st Century development.”

t 3PBENBQUP4VTUBJOBCJMJUZGPSUIF4BJOU1BVM'PSE4JUF
The Ford Site Zoning Framework Study picks up where
previous studies left off and considers whether or not the
City’s current zoning districts can effectively provide for:
1) the range and mix of uses and scale of development
contemplated in the five redevelopment scenarios;
2) economic, social, and environmental sustainability that
relates to the surrounding neighborhood; and
3) flexibility to respond to market changes that are likely to
occur over the years it will take to fully redevelop the site.
8PSLEFTDSJCFEJOUIJTSFQPSUJODMVEFTBOBOBMZTJTBOE
evaluation of the City’s current zoning tools; a brief summary
of zoning approaches used on other large, urban development
and redevelopment sites around the county; and recommended
options for a Ford Site zoning framework. Unlike previous
studies, which focused on exploring and identifying goals and
ideas for the site’s future, this study aims at analyzing and
identifying how available zoning tools may be used to achieve
the collective redevelopment vision.

Cover from the Phase 1 Summary Report
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2. ANALYSIS
2.1 Review of City Zoning Districts
and Tools
The consultant team reviewed the City’s zoning code,
subdivision ordinance, stormwater regulations, licensing
requirements and other regulations, and made the
following findings.
The zoning code includes five zoning district categories, from
most to least restrictive:
t 3FTJEFOUJBM%JTUSJDUTo0OF'BNJMZo3-UISPVHI3
t 3FTJEFOUJBM%JTUSJDUTo5XP'BNJMZ 5PXOIPVTFBOE
.VMUJ'BNJMZo3.UISPVHI3.
t 5SBEJUJPOBM/FJHICPSIPPE%JTUSJDUTo.JYFE6TF
%JTUSJDUTo5UISPVHI5
t #VTJOFTT%JTUSJDUTo3BOHJOHGSPN0ċDF4FSWJDFUP# 
#$ DPOWFSUFESFTJEFODF UISPVHI#
t *OEVTUSJBM%JTUSJDUTo3BOHJOHGSPN*3 -JHIU*OEVTUSJBM
Restricted) through I3
The code also provides for use of a Planned Development
%JTUSJDUPOTJUFTMBSHFSUIBOBDSFTɨF1MBOOFE
Development District is a tool that can customize
development standards for a site, but is rarely used since
master planning with underlying districts can achieve the
same outcome with less administrative complexity.
Overlay districts exist in some areas of the City to modify
underlying zoning districts. In the Ford Site area, River
Corridor Overlay Districts are “designed to provide
comprehensive floodplain and river bluff management
for the City” in accordance with state requirements for
floodplain management and the Mississippi River Critical
Area. Most of the Ford Site is covered by the RC3 District,
which allows a maximum building height of 40 feet. Areas
CFMPXUIFSJWFSCMVĊBSF[POFE3$'8'MPPEXBZBOE3$
FF Flood Fringe. Design-oriented overlay districts have also
been developed for particular planning areas, including the
Shepard-Davern commercial and residential areas.
Based on identified goals for the site and likely redevelopment
scenarios, the zoning districts that would be most applicable
to the Ford Site are the Traditional Neighborhood Districts
and the IT Traditional Industrial District.
The Traditional Neighborhood (T) Districts have been widely
used to support transit-oriented development and new urban
villages. According to the statement of intent, “TN traditional
neighborhood districts are intended to foster the development
and growth of compact, pedestrian-oriented urban villages.

All four districts are intended to encourage a compatible mix
of commercial and residential uses within buildings, sites and
blocks; new development in proximity to major transit streets
and corridors; and additional choices in housing.”
The Transitional Industrial (IT) district is designed to
provide for commercial, office and light industrial uses, as
well as mixed commercial-residential uses, compatible with
nearby residential and traditional neighborhood districts,
parks, and parkways.
The relevant features of the T Districts are the following:
t Minimum and maximum residential densities and
floor-area ratios (FARs). These range from FARs of
JOUIF5%JTUSJDUUPBNJOJNVN'"3PG
in the T4 District, with the option of using a percentage
of structured parking toward the minimum.
t Some site-specific setback and height requirements,
primarily along segments of University Avenue, based
on detailed station area plans.
t Design standards for each district. These are defined
in broad objectives, with some flexibility permitted. For
example, “buildings anchor the corner,” “definition
of residential entries” and “building façade articulation.”
Some of the standards, such as those for building
materials and minimum transparency, are more specific.
t Mixed residential uses. These are required in T3
Master Plans that designate a “mixed residential area.”
"NJOJNVNPGPGBMMEXFMMJOHVOJUTJOBNJYFE
residential area must consist of multi-family units, units
in mixed-use buildings, and/or attached single-family
units such as townhouses and live-work units.
t Parking standards are generally more flexible than
in residential or commercial zoning districts outside
downtown. In the T1 and T2 districts, minimum
PĊTUSFFUQBSLJOHGPSSFTJEFOUJBMVTFTJTSFEVDFECZ
for properties within one-quarter mile of a high-frequency
USBOTJUTUSFFU*OUIF5BOE5EJTUSJDUT UIF
reduction applies to all residential uses.
As will be discussed in Section 3, the T Districts offer
opportunities and challenges in terms of their use for the
Ford Site. The opportunities are based on their familiarity
and widespread use across a range of sites in Saint Paul, while
the challenges can be attributed to the large size and unique
characteristics of the Ford Site.
T1 provides for a full range of one-family through
multi-family residential dwellings, mixed commercialresidential, civic, institutional, and office uses, and a more
3

limited range of retail sales and service uses that primarily
serve neighborhood needs. It can serve as a transition between
commercial or industrial districts and residential districts or
other less intensive land uses.
T2 provides for a full range of one-family through multi-family
residential dwellings, mixed commercial-residential, civic,
institutional and office uses, and most retail, service, and other
commercial uses. It is widely used along transit corridors and
shopping precincts, including the Central Corridor along
University Avenue, and along Ford Parkway and Cleveland
"WFOVFJO)JHIMBOE7JMMBHF
T2 also provides for limited production and processing uses,
including some flex tech uses, identified on the redevelopment
scenarios. If environmental testing identifies areas where
ground pollution would make residential redevelopment
difficult, such uses could be particularly appropriate.
5BOE5QSPWJEFGPSCVJMEJOHIFJHIUTVQUPGFFUQMVT 
outside of the River Corridor Overlay District, additional
height equal to step-backs from side and rear setback lines.
However, because of the exceptions to T district height limits
in the river corridor overlay district, which limit T1 and T2
UPGFFUXJUIOPTUFQCBDLQSPWJTJPO  MFTTUIBOUIFGPPU
height limit that would otherwise apply in the RC3 River
Corridor Overlay District) T1 and T2 are less appropriate for
the Ford Site as a whole than T3 and T4.
T3 and T4 generally permit the same uses as the T2 district,
except that T4 does not permit one- and two-family
dwellings. They differ from T2 in two key ways: 1) they allow
(and also require) greater height and density, and 2) they
provide for the option of T3M and T4M (M = Master Plan)
GPS5BOE5EJTUSJDUTPGBDSFTPSNPSFJOBSFB8IJMF
Master Plans in T3 and T4 are an option at the discretion of
the City or the developer, it’s anticipated that for a site as large
as Ford (+120 acres), preparation of a Master Plan would be
an important step towards realizing redevelopment.

2.2 Case Studies
Zoning case studies analyzed for the Ford Site include seven
projects that address parameters of urban form, land use mix,
administrative processes and performance metrics similar to
those expressed in the Five Redevelopment Scenarios Report
and the Roadmap to Sustainability. The case studies include a
range of projects and zoning approaches, from redevelopment
of post-industrial waterfronts and urban industrial districts to
new approaches in sustainable development.
Selected Case Studies:
t 1PSUPG%VCVRVF *PXB
t 'BMTF$SFFL 7BODPVWFS $BOBEB
t (SFFOQPJOU #SPPLMZO /FX:PSL
t 6SCBO3FOFXBM%JTUSJDU &BTU#JMMJOHT .POUBOB
t )BCFSTIBN 4PVUI$BSPMJOB
t /FX5PXO 4BSBUPHB4QSJOHT 6UBI
t 4NBSU$PEFWFSTJPO
Detailed project descriptions and analyses have been compiled
for each of the case studies. Applicable lessons learned are
described in the following bulleted lists:
Port of Dubuque, Iowa: This redevelopment of former
industrial properties situated around an historic harbor,
Mississippi River and downtown focuses high intensity civic
and entertainment uses directly along the waterfront, with
other commercial, office, and residential uses on
non-waterfront properties.

The IT district offers a good option for areas of the site that
may be appropriate for industrial uses. IT standards are
consistent with the goals of industrial use for the Ford Site.
The primary difference between T2-3 and IT is the availability
of light industrial and R&D uses in the latter district.
Figure 2.1 Regulation Plan
t #BTFEPOUIF$JUZTFYJTUJOH&VDMJEFBO[POJOH B1MBOOFE
Development tied to a detailed Master Plan and with
design standards, was the most effective means for
achieving the community’s vision for a new mixed-use
riverfront district.
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t ɨFSFBSFQSPTBOEDPOTXJUIWFTUJOHEJTDSFUJPOBSZ
decision-making authority in the City Manager: decisions
can be made quickly, which saves time and money, but
design plans can be reinterpreted or ignored in favor of
other factors (economic, political, expediency, etc.) which
may not be in the overall project’s long-term interest.
t %FUBJMFEBSDIJUFDUVSBMTUBOEBSETBSFOPUBTJNQPSUBOU
as consistent urban design (building placement, streets,
and blocks) and streetscape standards for creating a high
quality public realm.
t .VMUJQMFEFWFMPQNFOUDZDMFTBSFPGUFOOFFEFEUP
establish the adequate critical mass necessary to achieve
economic vitality, a broad mix of housing options, and a
strong sense of place.
False Creek, Vancouver, Canada: A dense urban mixed-use
redevelopment of a primarily industrial waterfront area
comprising multiple lots and blocks, a grid of streets, rail
access, and a multiplicity of property owners. The False Creek
SFEFWFMPQNFOUPDDVSSFEPWFSBQFSJPEPGNPSFUIBOZFBST 
a period that included the use of a portion of the site as the
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t ɨF$JUZTVOJRVF $BOBEJBO MBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
procedures and processes utilize a series of Policy
Documents (similar in content to Ford Site’s previous
planning studies) that work together in guiding the
phasing, form, function, and detailed nature of the
project areas’ redevelopment. The zoning portion of
the regulatory framework focused on urban form (lot
and block layout, density disposition, public realm,
and building height) and used a series of principle and
guideline documents to guide architectural expression.
t 1SPKFDUQMBOOJOH EFTJHO BOESFHVMBUJPOTMFWFSBHF
the areas’ important urban waterfront location by
accommodating significant development intensity and
EFOTJUZ '"3T  EVBDSF 
Greenpoint Brooklyn, New York: This effort involved
multiple zoning changes to facilitate new housing affordable to
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block structure helped to establish a recognizable,
predictable development pattern acceptable to project
area stakeholders.
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Figure 2.2 Site plan of False Creek highlighting the Olympic
Village area
0MZNQJD7JMMBHFGPSUIF8JOUFS0MZNQJD(BNFT
t "EFRVBUFQPMJDZEFWFMPQNFOU QSPKFDUQMBOOJOH BOE
design take a significant length of time (over a decade)
to bring urban mixed-use, brownfield, and sustainable
redevelopment on-line.
t 4VTUBJOBCJMJUZXBTEFmOFECSPBEMZUPJODMVEFTPDJBMBOE
economic as well as physical and environmental outcomes.
t &YUFOEJOHBOESFDPOOFDUJOHUIFFYJTUJOHTUSFFUBOE

Figure 2.3 Proposed zoning for Greenpoint

5

a range of incomes, open spaces, and compatible light industry
and commercial uses along two miles of Brooklyn’s East River
waterfront and the adjoining upland neighborhoods.
t 0ċDJBMSF[POJOHXBTVTFEUPCSJOHNPSFPSEFSBOE
predictability to the district’s transformation.
t .BSLFUEFNBOEIBEBMSFBEZCFHVOUPUSBOTGPSNUIJT
largely industrial area, adding residential and commercial
uses. Conversion of former industrial buildings, legally and
illegally, into residential lofts depleted industrial spaces.
t ɨFJOnVYPGOPONBOVGBDUVSJOHVTFTIBTDBVTFEQSPQFSUZ
values to rise, prompting owners of manufacturing
buildings to replace manufacturers with other uses that
can generate higher rental revenues.
t ɨF$JUZPG/FX:PSLTPVHIUUPMFTTFOUIFJNQBDUPG
this “gentrification” by including several measures, both
regulatory (inclusionary zoning density bonuses) and
financial (land, tax credits, tax exemptions), to ensure that
some affordable housing would continue to be available in
this area. However, space devoted to industrial uses and
industrial jobs have been lost.
t ɨFVTFPGBMSFBEZFYJTUJOH[POJOHEJTUSJDUT XJUI
some minor amendments, continued the tradition of a
“patchwork” of zones in a substantially built-up area. This
approach reflected the desire to work with and “preserve”
the context of existing street grid and block pattern, mix
of uses within blocks, and the neighborhood character,
with height and bulk limits lower than the old zoning and
consistent with the low-rise street wall of the neighborhood.
East Billings Montana Urban Renewal District: Planning
for gradual redevelopment of this large and underutilized
JOEVTUSJBMDPNNFSDJBMEJTUSJDUIBTCFFOVOEFSXBZTJODF 
including economic development strategies, land use and
urban design plans and zoning initiatives.
t "TFSJFTPGQMBOT TJNJMBSUPUIF'PSE4JUFTQSFWJPVT
planning studies) establish a strong basis for redevelopment.
t ɨFFYJTUJOHTUSFFU CMPDLBOEMPUTUSVDUVSFDSFBUFTB
predictable development pattern; however, incremental

Figure 2.4 Aerial perspective of East Billings Urban
Renewal District
6

development of multiple small sites will lengthen the time
frame for implementation.
t ɨFOFXQSPKFDUTQFDJmDDPEFGPSSFEFWFMPQJOH BDSFT
into several mixed-use districts was needed, as the City’s
current land development regulations were inadequate
for achieving the community’s vision for a new set of
sustainable live-work-play neighborhoods.
t ɨFOFXDPEFJTBDPNQMJDBUFEIZCSJEPGUSBEJUJPOBMBOE
form-based zoning principles. The code introduces a
variety of smart growth design concepts, sophisticated
urban design terminology, and project-specific
administrative procedures. It will likely require all
participants in the redevelopment process to learn new
ideas, language and procedures.
t ɨFIZCSJEJ[FEOBUVSFPGUIFDPEF GPSNCBTFEDPNCJOFE
with specific use-based regulations) could reduce
flexibility. For example, highly specific requirements for
types of acceptable businesses could result in requests for
variances, code amendments, and other complications as
implementation proceeds over time.
t 4VTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUBOEEFTJHOQSPWJTJPOTVTFBQPJOU
BDDSVBMTZTUFN8IJMFUIFNJOJNVNNFUSJDTBSFGBJSMZ
modest, the point system allows for wide flexibility across
a variety of project types and sizes, which is likely to result
in a greater degree of use.
t "QQMJDBUJPOTPGMBSHFTDBMF HSFFOJOGSBTUSVDUVSFTZTUFN
improvements would be difficult to implement (and
are not proposed) due to the majority of project area
properties being privately held.
Habersham, South Carolina: The new town of Habersham,
PSJHJOBMMZQMBOOFEJOUISPVHIBNVMUJEBZDPNNVOJUZ
charrette process, offers a model of sustainable neighborhood
EFTJHOFNQMPZJOH-JHIU*NQSJOU/FX6SCBOJTNQSJODJQMFT
The project:
t %FNPOTUSBUFTBQSPKFDUUIBUJTDPOUFYUVBMBOESFTQPOTJWF
to the area’s cultural design traditions.
t 6UJMJ[FTBstDFOUVSZ-JHIU*NQSJOUTUPSNXBUFS
management program for integrating sustainability and

Figure 2.5 Regulating Plan for Habersham

community design that is more sustainable, more attractive,
and more economical than conventional subdivision design.
t "QQMJFTUIFUSBOTFDU[POJOHGSBNFXPSLBOEOFX
urbanism design regulations for urban-to-rural T-zones,
architectural building types, landscaping with green
infrastructure, and complete streetscape design standards.
t 6UJMJ[FTB.BTUFS%FWFMPQFSUFBN XJUIBUPXOBSDIJUFDU
review board, and a builders’ guild as the gatekeepers for
quality design and construction.
t "OFYBNQMFPGmOFHSBJOFEJODSFNFOUBMVSCBOJTN 
Habersham is an important model for the future where
large development loans are becoming scarce as the market
continues to shift toward walkable mixed-use environments.
Some important lessons demonstrated here are:
o

Subdivide the town center into small increments
to allow for a variety of building types, sizes, and
ownership structures.

o

Block structure is important: It is block structure that
creates an environment that allows multiple incomes,
land uses and building sizes to coexist and build value
for your town center.

o

Form-based regulations offer greater flexibility as they
can be more market-responsive to changing demand
for different uses while simultaneously establishing
specific block structures and street orientation
(frontages) for better walkability.

development framework that will, in turn, shape building
frontages and public space.
t ɨFQMBOTTUSFFU CMPDL BOEGSPOUBHFQBSBNFUFSTBSFFBTJMZ
translated into zoning regulations and are adaptable
to a range of development scenarios.
t ɨFFNQIBTJTPOVSCBOGPSNBTPQQPTFEUPVTFJTMJLFMZUP
provide for market flexibility over time.
t ɨFGPSNCBTFEOBUVSFPGUIFQSPKFDUT[POJOHSFHVMBUJPOT
requires participants in the development delivery system
(municipal staff, officials, designers, developers, financiers,
etc.) to become familiar with a new system of regulations.
t %FUBJMFEBTQFDUTPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZXPVMEOFFEUPCF
identified and addressed within various provisions of the
project’s zoning code wherever applicable.
SmartCode vs. 9.2: The SmartCode, in use since 2003, is
an open-source, model form-based unified land development
ordinance designed to create walkable neighborhoods across
the full spectrum of human settlement, from the most rural
to the most urban, incorporating a transect of character and

New Town, Saratoga Springs, Utah: The Master Plan for
this new community utilizes the prototypical “Zion block” of
GFFUCZGFFU POBDSFT BTBnFYJCMFGSBNFXPSLGPS

Figure 2.8 Intensity allocation plan for New Town,
Saratoga Springs, Utah

Figure 2.7 Excerpt of SmartCode Summary Table
intensity within each.

a complete rural to urban transect of block and street types,
referred to here as the “block and chassis” methodology.
t ɨFTUSVDUVSFQMBOBOEiCMPDLBOEDIBTTJTwQMBOOJOH
methodology recognize the importance of defining a
street and block pattern in establishing a predictable

t 4NBSU$PEFWFSTJPOQSPWJEFTBnFYJCMF DVTUPNJ[BCMF
foundation for establishing a comprehensive zoning
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framework that is adjustable to local conditions.
t ɨF4NBSU$PEFTNPEVMFTGPSJOUFHSBUJOHBTQFDUT
of sustainability are well aligned with the Ford Site
Roadmap to Sustainability in terms of site design as well
BTDPJODJEJOHXJUIUIFWBSJPVT-&&%SBUJOHTZTUFNT
t ɨFNJYBOEJOUFOTJUZPGVTFT DPEFEJOUIF4NBSU$PEFT
Transect Zones, align with the wide range of uses and
levels of density/intensity illustrated in the five Ford Site
development scenarios.
t ɨF4NBSU$PEFIBTBDRVJSFEBQPTJUJWFCSBOEJNBHF
within the national development community, which could
attract the type of developers who are used to dealing with
the more complex, mixed-use development envisioned for
the Ford Site.
t "ENJOJTUFSJOHBTFQBSBUF QSPKFDUTQFDJmD[POJOHDPEF
would require training and new thinking on the part of
staff and others involved in the site’s redevelopment.

2.3 Analysis of Redevelopment Scenarios
ɨFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGFBDIPGUIFmWFTDFOBSJPTJOUIF
report were analyzed to understand the range in physical
form to be addressed by zoning. The analysis was carried
out through a multi-step process of cataloguing, grouping,
and comparing the essential components of urban form.
Components included building types, block types, street
types, number of intersections, and open space/park types as
illustrated in each of the five scenarios.

Figures 2.8 Excerpts from transect calibration for block
and open space types

The analysis began with an examination of proposed
buildings and correlating land use categories with building
types and footprints, linear frontage per building type, and
the estimated number of dwellings or non-residential square
footage depicted.
Specific block metrics were analyzed, including block length
and the amount of on-street parking. Block types in each of the
five scenarios were identified and aggregated to understand how
many blocks of each type (and corresponding length of frontage)
were provided. In the aggregate, 21 different block types were
identified, with the most diverse range of block types depicted in
Scenarios three and five.
Analysis of open space/park types included size, function
(role in the overall scenario), and specific facilities such as ball
fields, pavilions, play equipment, etc.
Street types were assigned based on adjacent uses, building
typologies, and width of right-of-way. Additionally, the
number of intersections for each scenario was calculated
to gain an understanding of walkability and internal and
external/perimeter connectivity. A total of seven different
street and alleyway types were identified, ranging from local
streets to parkways.
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Figures 2.9 Excerpts from transect calibration for block
and open space types

Once these components were documented for the five
scenarios, options for a zoning framework that would best
advance the redevelopment vision, goals and range of urban
form envisioned in the scenarios were explored using the
following approaches:
1) Using a basic block and street type methodology based
upon the 10 land use categories proposed in the five
scenarios;
2) Using a transect-based template such as the SmartCode;
and
3) Using a finer-grained, more complex and diverse form of
urbanism as described in the “z” planning tool developed
by DPZ and Company.
Details of these approaches are described in the “Master
Plan Five Scenarios Transect Calibration” in Appendix 3.
These explorations ultimately led to the development of a
Ford Site Transect for use as the basis of an alternative set of
zoning tools.

Figures 2.10 Excerpts from transect calibration for
street types
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3. ZONING FRAMEWORK
3.1 Dual Path Approach
Based upon the research and analysis previously described, the two most applicable zoning approaches for implementing the vision
and goals of the Phase 1 Summary Report and “Roadmap to Sustainability” are:
1) use the City’s current tools with modifications; or
2) prepare an new, alternative set of Ford Site-specific zoning tools.
These two approaches offer a choice between modifying several of the City’s existing zoning districts and using them to regulate site
development and developing a new set of contextual tools, configured specifically for the redevelopment of the site. Either approach
will require additional resources (time, money, etc.) to ensure that the zoning applied to the Ford Site integrates into the City’s
current regulatory system while serving as one of several critical redevelopment implementation tools.

Figure 3.1 Dual Path Approach
Both zoning approaches would provide components and parameters to define community form and function ranging from
use to sustainability:
Table 3.1 Essential Zoning Framework Components
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Zoning Components

Parameters Addressed

1. Uses

Range and Mix of Uses (residential, commercial, office, manufacturing, civic, etc.)

2. Transportation

Street Types, Sidewalks, Trails, Transit Stops, Intersections, Connectivity, Parking (vehicle and
bicycle)

3. Blocks

Block Types (mix of uses), Size (length, width minimum and maximum width/length), Shape (
regular or irregular)

4. Built Form

Building Types (house, apartment, mixed-use etc.), Height and Placement (density/FAR, number of
stories, set-backs/build-to)

'SPOUBHFT

Private & Public Frontage Types (common yard, porch and stoop, arcade, etc.)

0QFO4QBDF

Public and Semi-public Types (recreation park, community garden, plaza, etc.)

4VTUBJOBCMF%FTJHO

#VJMEJOH&OFSHZ 5SBOTQPSUBUJPO1VCMJD3FBMN/FUXPSL .BUFSJBMT 8BUFS8BTUFXBUFS 4PMJE
8BTUF 4UPSNXBUFS(SPVOEXBUFS 4PJM 7FHFUBUJPO)BCJUBU 3FDSFBUJPO1VCMJD4QBDF /JHIU
Sky Radiation, Urban Heat Island

3.2 City Zoning Tools with Modifications
As the review and analysis of Saint Paul’s current zoning regulations in Section 2 indicates, the most appropriate existing zoning
districts for redevelopment of the Ford Site are Traditional Neighborhood 3 and/or 4 with a Master Plan (T3M, T4M) and the proposed
Industrial Transition district (IT).
Table 3.2.1 City Zoning Districts-Summary
T3M District

T4M District

IT District

For larger sites focused on:

For larger sites focused on:

Intended to:

t TJOHMFBOEUXPGBNJMZEXFMMJOHTBTXFMM
as mid-density and mixed-use

t IJHIFSEFOTJUZBOEJOUFOTJUZSFTJEFOUJBM
and mixed-use

t QSPWJEFTJUFTGPSDPNNFSDJBM PċDFBOE
light industrial uses

t QFEFTUSJBOBOEUSBOTJUTVQQPSUJWF

t UBMMFSCVJMEJOHTUIBO5

t IPVTJOHWBSJFUZ

t QFEFTUSJBOBOEUSBOTJUTVQQPSUJWF

t BMMPXNVMUJGBNJMZSFTJEFOUJBMVTFTJOB
mixed-use building

t JOUFSDPOOFDUFENVMUJNPEBMTUSFFUT
and paths

t JOUFSDPOOFDUFENVMUJNPEBMTUSFFUT
and paths

t PQFOTQBDFTZTUFNBOEBNFOJUJFTXJUI
environmental features

t PQFOTQBDFTZTUFNBOEBNFOJUJFTXJUI
environmental features

t BEESFTTDPNQBUJCJMJUZXJUIOFBSCZ
neighborhoods, housing, and parks

t QSPYJNJUZUPmYFESBJMUSBOTJU
"TEFTDSJCFEJO5BCMF UIFTFUISFF[POJOHEJTUSJDUTBSFBQQSPQSJBUFGPSSFHVMBUJOHMBSHFTDBMF BDSFT EFWFMPQNFOUPGBNPSF
complex nature than that of a lot or block. In addition to the existing zoning districts, design standards specifically pertaining to
CMPDLT MPUT QMBUJOH TUSFFUTBOEBMMFZXBZTBSFQSPWJEFEJOUIF4VCEJWJTJPO3FHVMBUJPOT $IBQUFS 
Table 3.2.2 describes the various design parameters of the City’s T3M, T4M and IT districts.
Table 3.2.2 Zoning Framework Components of City Zoning Districts
Components

T3M

T4M

IT

1. Uses

-PXUP.JEEFOTJUZ3FTJEFOUJBM 
Commercial, Entertainment,
-PEHJOH 0ċDF -UE1SPEVDUJPO
and Processing, Civic, Education,
Parking

Mid to High-density Residential,
$PNNFSDJBM 0ċDF -UE
Production and Processing, Civic,
Education, Parking

-JHIU.BOVGBDUVSJOH 3BJMSPBE
Terminal Freight, R & D,
Micro/Regional Brewery, Mid
to High-density Residential
(with limitations), Commercial,
Office, Civic, Public Services and
Utilities, Higher Education

2. Transportation

"SUFSJBMT $PMMFDUPSTBOE-PDBM
streets, On-street parking,
Sidewalks, Residential and
Commercial Alleyways

"SUFSJBMT $PMMFDUPSTBOE-PDBM
streets, On-street parking,
Sidewalks, Residential and
Commercial Alleyways

"SUFSJBMT $PMMFDUPSTBOE-PDBM
streets, On-street parking,
Sidewalks, Commercial/
Industrial Alleyways

3. Blocks

GUNBYJNVNMFOHUI 
Mixed Residential, Mixed-use,
Edge, Transition or Open
Space types

GUNBYJNVNMFOHUI 
Mixed Residential, Mixed-use,
Open Space, Edge or Transition
Area types

Industrial block length
determined by Planning
Commission

4. Built Form

Building placement, height and
massing (dwellings per acre,
set-backs/build-to) Building
types not specifically regulated

Building placement, height and
massing (FAR, set-backs/build-to)
Building types not specifically
regulated

Building placement, height
and massing (FAR, set-backs )
Building types not specifically
regulated

5. Frontages

Not addressed

Not addressed

Not addressed

6. Open Space

1FSNJUUFE NBZSFRVJSF
min. of gross acreage, central
square or plaza, neighborhood
parks, greenways, trail corridors,
or extensions of existing parks

Permitted, may require 
min. of gross acreage, central
square or plaza, neighborhood
parks, greenways, trail corridors,
or extensions of existing parks

Permitted, not required

7. Design Standards

23 elements addressed

22 elements addressed

FMFNFOUTBEESFTTFE
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Analysis of existing zoning in relation to the goals and
concepts illustrated in the Phase 1 Summary Report and
“Roadmap to Sustainability” suggests a series of initial
modifications to improve their applicability to the Ford Site.
For example, the form of development and mix of uses can
vary considerably in the T3M and T4M zones (subject to
more specific requirements in the Master Plan). Although
this provides for increased flexibility and creativity in the site
planning and design process, it also allows for less complex
and diverse patterns of development, as illustrated in figures
3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The development pattern depicted in figure
3.2.1 illustrates the current provision requiring that at least
UXPIPVTJOHUZQFTCFVTFEJGNPSFUIBOEXFMMJOHVOJUTBSF
proposed and that two abutting block faces shall have more
than one building type. This provision is aimed at requiring
greater diversity of dwelling types within the development and
along the street frontage. However, as the diagram illustrates,
these provisions fall short of achieving their intention as
the ordinance doesn’t prescribe any particular percentage or
distribution of the two dwelling types as they are sited upon
the block. The unintended consequence that can result is a
monotonous pattern of development. Figure 3.2.2 illustrates
a similar, but somewhat modified, set of provisions (using the
same lot and setback provisions) where a minimum of four
dwelling types per block is required, along with a maximum
TUSFFUGSPOUBHFPGGPSBOZPOFEXFMMJOHUZQF"TJMMVTUSBUFE 

EFOTJUJFTGPSCPUIFYBNQMFTSBOHFTJNJMBSMZCFUXFFO mHVSF
3.2.1) and 12 (figure 3.2.2) dwelling units per acre.

A summary of some recommended modifications for Ford
Site Zoning to the T3 and T4 zoning district, or for inclusion
in new districts or Master Plan.
t 3FRVJSFHSFBUFSCMPDLMFWFMEJWFSTJUZPGCVJMEJOHUZQFTUP
increase housing choice and economic and design diversity.
Consider establishing a minimum density at the block
level to ensure that a variety of housing types are included.
t $POTJEFSTNBMMFSGSPOUZBSETFUCBDLTGPSPOFBOEUXP
GBNJMZEXFMMJOHT DVSSFOUMZTFUBUGFFU XJUI
adequate space for snow storage.
t $POTJEFSSFEVDJOHSFBSZBSETFUCBDLTGPSSFTJEFOUJBMVTFT
GSPNGFFUUPGFFUJGUIFSFBSZBSEBCVUTBOBMMFZ
t *ODSFBTFCJLFQBSLJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTBOESFRVJSFB
minimum number of bike parking spaces for all uses to
support healthy, active living and reduce auto-dependency
and carbon emissions.
t 1SPWJEFPQUJPOTGPSHSPVOEnPPSVTFTJOQBSLJOHHBSBHFT
sited along arterial and collector streets to accommodate for
slow or shifting markets. For instance, allow a minimum of
DPNNFSDJBMTQBDFQFSCMPDLGBDFPSVTFMJOFSCVJMEJOHT
instead of requiring ground floor commercial space.
t *ODMVEFNJOJNVNQBSLJOHSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSDBSTIBSF 
electric cars and bike share for all uses to support car-free
living and reduce auto-dependency and carbon emissions.
t $POTJEFSBMMPXJOHBDDFTTPSZEXFMMJOHVOJUTDBSSJBHF
houses on all or part of the Ford Site. These units offer
many options for intergenerational living and life-cycle
housing within a medium-density environment.
t $POTJEFSTUBOEBSETUIBUBMMPXPSFODPVSBHFTIBSFEPQFO
space, such as courtyard blocks and shared yard space
for gardens.

Figures 3.2.1 Two dwelling types per block along either
side of the street

t 'PSOPOSFTJEFOUJBMVTFT DPOTJEFSFTUBCMJTIJOHBNJOJNVN
floor-area ratio of 1.0, based on recommendations by the
$JUZTi(SFFO5FBNw $VSSFOUNJOJNVNJOUIF5BOE
5EJTUSJDUTJT 
t Consider developing more detailed standards for residential
development through the Master Plan process, such as a
“pattern book.”
t $POTJEFSGFFJOMJFVPGPOTJUFQBSLJOHUPGVOETIBSF
parking structures and allow greater distance than current
code to shared facilities.
t $POTJEFSEFOTJUZCPOVTFTGPSBĊPSEBCMFIPVTJOH

Figure 3.2.2. Increased diversity and percentage of
dwelling types per block
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Industrial Transition (IT) District:
t 4QFDJGZNJOJNVNBOENBYJNVNCMPDLTJ[FT DVSSFOUMZ
set by the Planning Commission) and set these based
upon T3M, T4M parameters to support walkability.
t 1SPWJEFBSBOHFPGSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSJODMVTJPOPG
open space/park facilities unless adequate proximity
(within ¼ mile minimum) and accessibility are provided.
t 1SPIJCJUGSPOUZBSEQBSLJOHXJUIJOUIF'PSE4JUF DVSSFOU
text allows two rows of front yard parking per zoning
administrator’s discretion during site plan review).
t %FDPVQMFCVJMEJOHIFJHIUBOETFUCBDLTBEKBDFOUUP
T3M and T4M district uses except for single- and
two-family residential.
t 'PSOPOSFTJEFOUJBMVTFT DPOTJEFSFTUBCMJTIJOHBNJOJNVN
floor-area ratio of 1.0, based on recommendations by the
$JUZTi(SFFO5FBNw ɨFSFJTDVSSFOUMZOPNJOJNVN
FAR requirement in any of the industrial districts).
The IT district should not be used for non-industrial areas
to circumvent the more specific design standards of the T
districts. Additional zoning ordinance modifications may
be desirable depending on the details of a future project
Master Plan in order to better guide and regulate the plan’s
implementation.
Project planning, design, and implementation guidance will
also be provided by a number of other regulatory programs
BOEUPPMTJODMVEJOHUIF$BQJUPM3FHJPO8BUFSTIFE%JTUSJDU
Standards; the Mississippi River Critical Area Overlay for
land use, building height and setbacks; the Minneapolis/
Saint Paul International Airport Zoning Overlay for land use
and building height restrictions; and the Saint Paul Complete
Streets Design Manual. In development at this writing, the
manual is anticipated to provide detailed, integrated design
guidance on multi-modal transportation elements from street
cross sectional layouts and lane width parameters to the
integration of cycling facilities and transit stops.

3.3 Transect-based Tools
As an alternative to using the City’s existing zoning tools
(with modifications); a transect-based zoning approach
has also been developed. Transect districts (or zones)
are administratively similar to zoning districts used in
conventional zoning. In addition to regulating use, density,
building height and setback requirements, additional
elements of the intended habitat are addressed, including
private and public frontage, public space, block, private lot,
and building design. The Ford Site transect builds upon
detailed analyses of site area context, patterns of use and
form depicted in the five Scenarios, and the standard rural
to urban transect template as originally developed by the
Congress for the New Urbanism. Five specific transect zones
or districts were calibrated (adjusted for local site conditions)
for use within the Ford Site:
t %/BUVSBM
t %.JYFE3FTJEFOUJBM7JMMBHF
t %.JYFEVTF7JMMBHF
t %(FOFSBM6SCBO
t %8PSLQMBDF
The five proposed transect districts provide a range and
mixture of uses and built form typologies that progressively
increase in density, intensity and complexity from the natural
park-like areas closest to the Mississippi River to the tightly
interconnected urban grid of mid-rise, multi-family residences,
shops and workplaces. District D-2, which correlates to
the standard Rural Transect Zone 2, is omitted as it is not
applicable to the Ford Site or its neighborhood context.
More detailed transect district descriptions and associated
parameters are summarized in Table 3.3.1.
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Table 3.31 Fort Site Transect District Description Summary
D-1 NATURAL
D-1 Natural district consists of lands
approximating or reverting to a natural
condition, including lands unsuitable
for settlement due to topography,
hydrology and/or vegetation such as the
areas within the RC2 Mississippi River
Critical Overlay.

General Character: Natural landscape with some recreational use.
Building Placement: Not applicable
Frontage Types: Not applicable
Typical Building Height: Not applicable
Type of Civic Space:1BSLT (SFFOXBZT

D-3 RESIDENTIAL VILLAGE
%3FTJEFOUJBM7JMMBHFEJTUSJDUDPOTJTUT
of low to medium density mixed-use
areas. Home occupations, carriage
houses and outbuildings are permitted.
Planting is semi-formal to naturalistic
and setbacks are moderately deep. Blocks
range from regular to irregular in shape
to adjust for topography. Streets with
sidewalks, tree lawns and parking define
medium sized blocks.

General Character: Mix of houses, duplexes and townhomes, lawns
and landscaped yards; occasional corner store, tree-lined streets with
occasional pedestrians and cyclists.
Building Placement: Moderate to deep front and rear setbacks
Frontage Types: $PNNPO:BSE 1PSDIBOE'FODF
Building Heights: 1-1/2 to 2-Story with some 3-Story
Street Types: $PMMFDUPS -PDBMXBZ4USFFUT 3FTJEFOUJBM-BOF 3FTJEFOUJBM
Alleyway
Type of Civic Space: /BUVSBM1BSL (SFFOXBZ 3FDSFBUJPO1BSL 1MBZHSPVOE 
$PNNVOJUZ(BSEFO

D-4 Mixed-use VILLAGE
%.JYFEVTF7JMMBHFEJTUSJDUDPOTJTUT
of a mix of moderate density residential
and mixed-use urban fabric. Setbacks
are shallow and landscaping is semiformal to formal. Blocks range from
regular to irregular in shape to adjust for
topography.

General Character: Mix of townhouses and stacked flats, with commercial
nodes; shallow landscaped yards, tree-lined streets with moderate pedestrian
and cycling activity
Building Placement: Shallow to medium front and rear yard setbacks
Frontage Types: $PNNPO:BSE 1PSDI'FODF %PPSZBSE $PVSUZBSE 
Shopfront
Building Heights: 2 to 3-Story with a few taller mixed-use buildings
Street Types: $PMMFDUPS %JWJEFE#PVMFWBSE -PDBMXBZ -PDBMXBZ BOE
Residential Alleyway
Type of Civic Space: Recreation Park, Civic Park, Pocket Park, Playground,
$PNNVOJUZ(BSEFO

Streets with sidewalks, tree lawns and
parking define medium to small-sized
blocks.
D-5 GENERAL URBAN
%(FOFSBM6SCBOEJTUSJDUDPOTJTUT
of higher density residential, civic, and
mixed-use buildings that accommodate
retail, service, offices, and residential.
It has a tight network of streets, with
parking, wide sidewalks, steady street
tree planting, buildings set close to
the sidewalks.

General Character: Stacked flats and townhouses mixed with offices, shops,
and Civic buildings; predominantly attached buildings; trees within the public
right-of-way; substantial pedestrian, cycling and transit activity
Building Placement: Shallow to no setbacks; buildings oriented to street
defining a street wall
Frontage Types: 'PSFDPVSU 4UPPQ 4IPQGSPOU (BMMFSZBOE"SDBEF
Building Heights: UP4UPSZXJUITPNFWBSJBUJPOBOEUBMMFSCVJMEJOHT
Street Types: $PMMFDUPS %JWJEFE#PVMFWBSE -PDBMXBZ -PDBMXBZ 
Residential Alleyway and Commercial Alleyway
Type of Civic Space: 1PDLFU1BSL 1MBZHSPVOE $PNNVOJUZ(SFFO 1MB[B

D-6 WORK PLACE
%ɨF8PSLQMBDFEJTUSJDUDPOTJTUTPGB
mix of light industrial, office, employmentbased mixed-use and live-work multifamily
residential blocks. Blocks are moderate to
large in size and regular in shape. Building
setbacks range from shallow to minimal.
Services, under-building parking, surface
parking and parking garages are accessed
by a mix of limited curb cut-driveways and
alleyways. The interconnected street network
includes sidewalks with tree lawns landscaped
boulevards and on-street parking.

General Character: A variety of non-residential and mixed-use block and
building types with professional offices, research and development laboratories,
manufacturing, assembly, parking garages with liner buildings; tree-lined streets
and moderate pedestrian, cycling and transit activity
Building Placement: Shallow Setbacks or none; buildings oriented toward the
street, defining a street wall
Frontage Types: 4UPPQT %PPSZBSET 'PSFDPVSUT 4IPQGSPOUT (BMMFSJFTBOE
Arcades
Building Heights: 4UPSZXJUIBGFXUBMMFSCVJMEJOHT
Street Types: $PMMFDUPS %JWJEFE#PVMFWBSE 1BSLXBZ -PDBMXBZ -PDBM
1-way, Commercial or Industrial Alleyway
Type of Civic Space: 1PDLFU1BSL $PNNVOJUZ(SFFO 1MB[B

As in the City zoning tools approach, the new Saint Paul Complete Streets Design Manual is expected to provide guidance on the
design and implementation of multi-modal transportation for the site.
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3.4 Implementing Sustainable Design
through Zoning and Other Methods
Minnesota Statutes defines “Sustainable Development”
as “development that maintains or enhances economic
opportunity and community well-being while protecting and
restoring the natural environment upon which people and
economies depend. Sustainable development meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future
HFOFSBUJPOTUPNFFUUIFJSPXOOFFETw .JOO4UBUf"
subd. 1(b) (2004).
The City of Saint Paul has adopted several city-wide
“Sustainable Saint Paul” policies (Figure 3.4.1). The
“Sustainable Building Policy for New Municipal and
HRA-Owned Buildings in the City of Saint Paul” applies to
any planning, design, construction, and commissioning of
municipal or HRA-owned facilities. This document provides
an array of rating systems and minimum levels of compliance.
The “Saint Paul Sustainable Building Policy for Private
Development” applies to any new construction project that
receives more than $200,000 in City and/or HRA funding.
The Saint Paul PED/HRA Sustainability Initiative (first
BEPQUFEPO+BOVBSZ  BOEMBTUBNFOEFEPO0DUPCFS
  SFRVJSFTUIBUQSJWBUFEFWFMPQNFOUTGVOEFEJOXIPMF
or in part by the City of Saint Paul PED/HRA participate in
Xcel Energy’s Energy Design Assistance program.

Figure 3.4.1 Cover from the Roadmap to
Sustainability Report
The Roadmap to Sustainability provides policy direction,
specific sustainability standards and implementation strategies
for a redeveloped Ford Site that demonstrates “that residents,
employers, workers and visitors can enjoy all the amenities
and comforts of modern living while using much less energy,
producing clean energy on site, reducing waste, reducing and
treating storm-water runoff, restoring a natural ecosystem
and providing an infrastructure system that reduces vehicle
trips and encourages walking, biking and transit.” Two
of the plan’s four implementation strategies pertain to the
use of urban design-based zoning tools coupled with green
building and development programs including the Minnesota

#(VJEFMJOFTBOE-&&%GPS/FJHICPSIPPE%FWFMPQNFOU
Both of the zoning framework approaches (City tools,
transect-based tools) address fundamental components of
sustainability (environmental, social and economic) such as
reducing carbon emissions and reducing auto-dependence
by requiring more compact, walkable, mixed-use and
transit supportive development. There are other aspects of
sustainability, such as building energy, materials and solid
waste, that are typically outside the purview of zoning
regulations and more effectively addressed by building codes
and other federal, state and municipal regulations.
5BCMFTBC4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ(PBMTBOE5PPMT.BUSJY
identify 21 sustainability components related to the District
Sustainability Standards for the Ford Site as detailed in the
Roadmap Report. As a menu of options, these matrices
provide the City and developers a variety of ways to achieve
a highly sustainable redevelopment, either through zoning
and related requirements or through non-regulatory
QSPHSBNTTVDIBTUIF.JOOFTPUB#4UBOEBSETBOE-&&%
for Neighborhood Development. It is likely that some
combination of these methods will prove most effective in
balancing community goals with those of the private market
place. The matrices also provide guidance for choosing zoning
features and/or other methods for organizing redevelopment
of the Ford Site into appropriate uses and intensity of activity.
As indicated in the Roadmap to Sustainability, the District
Sustainability Standards lay out an aggressive sustainable
redevelopment agenda for the Ford Site and mechanisms to
move the agenda forward in cooperation with policy makers,
developers and the community. Each of the major elements is
described with specific goals, standards (minimum performance
thresholds), strategies, and background information resources.
(JWFOUIFGBTUQBDFPGSFTFBSDIBOESFmOFNFOUJOUIJTBSFOB JU
will be critical for the participants (Ford, City, developer, etc.)
to stay abreast of the latest research findings and methodologies
to ensure the most appropriate program, metrics and tools are
applied to the project.

Many of the keys to implementing a sustainable
redevelopment program and site design for public and
private investment are articulated in the “Next Steps”
recommendations of the Roadmap to Sustainability
QBHF 
1. Engage Ford and community stakeholders in a review of
these standards.
 -JOLTUBOEBSETUPJODFOUJWFT
3. Consider drafting additional categories of District
Sustainability Standards.
4. Engage an integrated design team to develop a
preliminary long-range site regulating plan for new public
rights-of-way and infrastructure improvement.
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Step 4, above, should begin when more complete information
on site environmental conditions becomes available through
the Environmental Assessment analysis following building
removal (expected in 2014), and a developer team is identified.
Then Ford, City of Saint Paul staff and the selected developer,
can begin the creation of a “Master Plan,” using integrated
design to identify building form, density, open space/public
realm, circulation, new public rights of way and infrastructure.
Appendix 4 Part 1 Ford Sustainable Redevelopment Team
Goals and Implementation
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Every effort should be made to incorporate all of the
sustainability tools listed in the matrix, either through
additions into the new zoning for the Ford Site, or through
the other methods listed. As stated in the explanatory text
for that recommendation, “This would allow for gradual,
incremental redevelopment of the Site in a sensitive but
coordinated manner by creating a rational framework for
careful extension of the urban fabric onto the site.”

Appendix 4 Part 2 Ford Sustainable Redevelopment Team
Goals and Implementation
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3.5 Dual Approach Advantages,
Disadvantages and Differences
The two zoning approaches outlined in this report present an
array of advantages and disadvantages:

City Zoning Advantages:
t 'BNJMJBSUPDJUZTUBĊ OFJHICPSIPPETUBLFIPMEFSTBOE
local developers.
t "ENJOJTUSBUJPOPGDPEFJTBMSFBEZXFMMFTUBCMJTIFEBOE
generally understood.
t 3FWJTJPOTUPFYJTUJOH[POJOHEJTUSJDUT PWFSMBZT BOE.BTUFS
Plans can be drafted to apply specifically to the Ford Site
or to other locations within Saint Paul.
t .BTUFSQMBOTDBOQSPWJEFGPSBmOFSHSBNPGVSCBOJTN
within the structure of existing zoning districts.
t ɨFEFTJHOPSJFOUFEOBUVSFPGUIF5SBEJUJPOBM
Neighborhood Districts, as modified to better serve the
Ford Site, could serve as a model for use on other large
redevelopment sites in the City or other communities in
the Metropolitan region.
City Zoning Disadvantages:
t $JUZDPEFNBZOPUCFBTVOEFSTUBOEBCMFPSVTFSGSJFOEMZ
to national developers who are more familiar with
transect-based, design oriented models of zoning.
t -FBWJOHEFTJHOEFDJTJPOTUPUIFNBTUFSQMBOOJOHQSPDFTT
may make some people nervous, since master planning is a
less understood than zoning and has uncertain outcomes.

t $SFBUJOHBOFXDPEFGPSNBUWFSTVTUXFBLJOHFYJTUJOHDPEF
will require more resources (time and money).
t -FBSOJOHDVSWFGPS$JUZTUBĊBOEOFJHICPSIPPE
community stakeholders.
t 1PUFOUJBMBENJOJTUSBUJWFDPNQMFYJUZEFQFOEJOHPOIPX
new provisions are integrated into existing code.
5BCMFEFTDSJCFTTPNFPGUIFGVOEBNFOUBMEJĊFSFODFT
between the two zoning approaches.
Table 3.5.1 Differences Between Zoning Approaches
City Zoning Tools

Relies on Master Plan
to address finer details
pertaining to urban form
such as percentage mix of
building types, complexity of
block types and street designs
tied to land use intensity
versus functional class.

Transect-based
Zoning Tools
Integrates highly detailed
aspects of urban form into
zoning code. Master Plan
can be less specific.

Created to facilitate walkable, Created specifically to
transit supportive and
address vision and goals for
contextual block and small
redeveloping the Ford Site.
site scale infill redevelopment
in locations sharing similar
characteristics throughout
the City.

t 3FWJTJPOTUPFYJTUJOH[POJOHEJTUSJDUTNBZOPUBDUVBMMZCF
WFSZBQQMJDBCMFUPPUIFSMPDBUJPOTXJUIJOUIF$JUZUIVT
requiring a new district or districts specific to Ford.

8PVMEOFFEUPBNFOE
existing zoning or create
a Ford Site-specific
overlay district.

Developed using a placebased analytical process,
responsive to the Ford
Site’s context.

Transect-based Zoning Advantages:

Uses text and tables to
communicate all aspects
of zoning and subdivision
regulations.

Uses a combination
of diagrams, tables,
illustrations and text in a
unified manner to address all
aspects of land development
in a single document.

Places information in
numerous sections within
the City’s code, making it
more confusing to navigate.

All requirements are
described within the
transect district zone.

t &TUBCMJTIFTTQFDJmD QMBDFCBTFESFHVMBUJPOTJOSFTQPOTF
to Ford Site planning studies and neighborhood context.
t 1SPWJEFTGPSBmOFSHSBJOPGVSCBOJTNEJWFSTJUZBOENJY
of block, building, street and public space typologies
within the zoning districts.
t ɨFTFTUBOEBSETBSFQSFTFOUFEWJTVBMMZXJUIEJBHSBNT
and charts, making them easier for people to understand
and interpret.
t 5SBOTFDUCBTFE[POJOHJTXFMMSFHBSEFEOBUJPOBMMZCZ
developers of more complicated, mixed-use projects.
t 5SBOTFDUCBTFE[POJOHDBOCFSFBEJMZBEBQUFE DBMJCSBUFE 
and applied to other large redevelopment sites within the
City and region.
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Transect-based Zoning Disadvantages:

3.6 Beyond Zoning: The Role
of a Master Plan
As sites increase in size, so do their potential for impacting
adjacent neighbors and surrounding neighborhoods. The use
of a Master Plan (through its public preparation process and
multiple components) provides increased levels of study, detail
and predictability to the development planning, approvals
and build-out process. Previous site planning explorations
DPOEVDUFEBOEEPDVNFOUFEJOUIF1IBTF*1MBOOJOH
Five Redevelopment Scenarios report illustrate a range of
redevelopment possibilities. However, once a buyer/developer for
the site has been identified, more in-depth analyses, planning
and design (including a rezoning) are likely to commence.

frontages in a more substantive manner as a component of
the plan. The City’s T3M and T4M zoning tools include a
set of 23 specific design standards pertaining to building and
site design such as buildings anchoring the corner, façade
articulation, and screening of equipment and service areas.
If the transect-based zoning framework path is followed,
then these and other design-related requirements could be
addressed within a built-form or architectural standards
code section, or included within a Master Plan
as part of a project-specific set of design standards.
Ultimately, coordinating the preparation of a Ford Site Master
Plan together with an integrated set of flexible zoning and
sustainability tools can ensure the successful realization of the
project vision.

A number of parties are anticipated to participate in a future
master planning and rezoning process, including the City
of Saint Paul, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, the
Highland District Council and the Ford Site Planning Task
Force. The City’s longstanding commitment to interactive
public engagement ensures that aspects of environmental,
social and economic sustainability are addressed at every
step of the process. The City has also established (as a part
of Traditional Neighborhood zoning district provisions) a
comprehensive set of components to be addressed during the
preparation of large-scale master plans, including:
1. Narrative description of plan
 -PDBUJPOQMBO
3. Site inventory and analysis
4. Illustrated site plan showing layout of streets, blocks,
range uses, etc.
 #MPDLMFWFMBOBMZTJTEFTJHOBUJOHCMPDLUZQFT
(mixed-use, edge, etc.)
 0QFOTQBDFQMBO
 ɨPSPVHIGBSFQMBO TUSFFUT XBMLT BMMFZT QBSLJOH 
transit stops, etc.)
8. Preliminary landscape plan
9. Preliminary stormwater plan
10. Preliminary utilities plan
11. Phasing plan
The level of complexity and specificity addressed in a future
Master Plan may depend upon which zoning framework
path is followed. For example, the transect-based framework
proposes to cover the application of various public and
private frontage typologies (streets, boulevards, common
yards, arcades, etc.) in the transect districts, while frontage
types are not addressed in the City’s zoning ordinance. A
master planning process relying on city zoning tools for
implementation may wish to address public and private
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Built form: The outward shape, structure, and appearance of buildings.
Frontage: The area between a building façade and the street, inclusive of its built
and planted components (sidewalk, tree lawn, parking bay, drive lane).
New urbanism: a design movement promoting walkable, mixed-use neighborhood
development, sustainable communities and healthier living conditions.

For over twenty years, the movement’s practitioners have used the principles in Congress
for New Urbanism’s Charter to promote the hallmarks of New Urbanism, including:
t -JWBCMFTUSFFUTBSSBOHFEJODPNQBDU XBMLBCMFCMPDLT
t "SBOHFPGIPVTJOHDIPJDFTUPTFSWFQFPQMFPGEJWFSTFBHFTBOEJODPNFMFWFMT
t 4DIPPMT TUPSFTBOEPUIFSOFBSCZEFTUJOBUJPOTSFBDIBCMFCZXBMLJOH CJDZDMJOHPS
transit service.
t "OBċSNJOH IVNBOTDBMFEQVCMJDSFBMNXIFSFBQQSPQSJBUFMZEFTJHOFECVJMEJOHT
define and enliven streets and other public spaces.
Public realm: Exterior places, linkages, and built form elements that are physically
and/or visually accessible regardless of ownership. These elements can include, but
are not limited to, streets, pedestrian ways, bikeways, bridges, plazas, nodes, squares,
transportation hubs, gateways, parks, waterfronts, natural features, view corridors,
landmarks, and building interfaces.
Transect: A cut or path through part of the environment showing a range of different
habitats. Biologists and ecologists use transects to study the many symbiotic elements that
contribute to habitats where certain plants and animals thrive.
Human beings also thrive in different habitats. Some people prefer urban centers, while
others thrive in the rural or sub-urban zones. Before the prevalance of the automobile,
American development patterns were highly walkable, and transects within towns and
city neighborhoods revealed areas that were less urban and more urban in character. This
urbanism could be analyzed as natural transects are analyzed.
To systemize the analysis and coding of traditional patterns, a prototypical American
rural-to-urban transect has been developed dividign the environment into six Transect
Zones, for application on zoning maps.
Transect districts (or zones): Administratively similar to zoning districts used
in conventional zoning, but in addition to regulating use, density, building heights
and setbacks, they address private and public frontages, public spaces, block types,
and building design.
Typologies: The system of classifying specific components or elements addressed in
design-based zoning codes such as building types, street types, frontage types, etc.
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Appendix 1 – Analysis of City Code

THE FORD SITE ZONING FRAMEWORK
Z O N I N G

A N A L Y S I S

City of St Paul Zoning Code
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this analysis is to examine the structure of Saint Paul’s existing zoning code and related ordinances, to explore
which of the City’s existing zoning districts might be applicable to all or portions of the Ford site, and to assess the potential
effectiveness of these districts in achieving the project’s vision and goals.

BACKGROUND
The Saint Paul Zoning Code is a conventionally written (i.e.,
text-based) but urban design-oriented code. Zoning districts are
grouped into categories from least to most intensive:
1.
2.
3.

Residential Districts – One-Family – RL through R4.
Residential Districts – Two-Family, Townhouse and MultiFamily – RM1 through RM3.
Traditional Neighborhood Districts – Mixed-Use Districts
– T1 through T4. The four districts provide for a wide range
of uses and levels of density/intensity, including a full range
of residential, civic, institutional, office, and commercial
uses, as well as limited production and processing uses, with
standards for urban form and design. Design standards
address street/alley and block layout, minimum/maximum
density and height, building placement and street orientation,
parking placement (side or rear), building articulation

and materials, public/private realm trees and landscaping,
lighting, and sidewalks.
4. Business Districts – ranging from Office-Service through B1,
BC (converted residence), through B5
5. Industrial Districts – ranging from IR through I3,
the industrial districts provide for a full range of civic,
institutional, office, commercial, and industrial uses, as well
as for mixed commercial-residential uses. Draft amendments
are being studied to update these districts, restrict mixed
residential uses to upper floors in I1-I2 districts, and add
design standards specifically tailored to the industrial
districts. Transitional Industry District (IT) proposed to
replace IR (Light Industrial Restricted.
6. A Planned Development District is designed to replace
existing zoning for larger sites (at least 1.5 acres) that are
suitable for a unified and self-contained design approach.

OVERLAY DISTRICTS
Four River Corridor Overlay Districts are “designed to provide
comprehensive floodplain and river bluff management for the
city” in accordance with state requirements for the Mississippi
River Critical Area and floodplain. The districts are the RC1
River Corridor Floodway District, RC2 River Corridor Flood
Fringe District, RC3 River Corridor Urban Open Space District
and RC4 River Corridor Urban Diversified District. A significant
portion of the Ford site is covered by the RC3 District, which
allows a maximum building height of 40 feet. Areas below the
river bluff are zoned RC1 and RC2.
Design-oriented overlay districts are developed for particular
planning areas. They pre-date the Traditional Neighborhood
Districts. These include:
!" Shepard Davern Commercial and Residential Redevelopment
Overlay Districts: the Commercial Redevelopment Overlay
is designed to promote hotel and higher-density multi-family
housing development with design standards similar to the
Traditional Neighborhood Districts. The residential overlay
employs similar standards for multi-family housing.

!"

!"
!"

White Bear Avenue Overlay District: to facilitate
implementation of recommendations in the White Bear
Avenue small area plan, design standards similar to the
Traditional Neighborhood Districts are employed.
Hillcrest Village Overlay: incorporates White Bear Avenue
overlay standards.
East Grand Avenue Overlay: to “provide design standards and
building height, size, and footprint limits, and to reduce the
shortage of parking in the east Grand Avenue area.” Applies
T2 design standards, limits building footprint to 25,000
SF, limits building size to 75,000 SF and building height to
three (3) stories and 30-40 feet, depending on uses. Standard
minimum parking exception for changes in use does not
apply.

Other overlay districts have been developed for specific areas
and specialized conditions. They do not apply to the Ford site.
The Airport Overlay districts, which do affect the Ford site, are
managed through the Metropolitan Airports Commission.
1

ZONING DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO MATRIX
Comments pertain to the applicability of current city zoning categories to each of the five conceptual development scenarios.

Major Development Saint Paul Zoning Districts (Applicability: High, Limited or None)
Scenarios
T1
T2
T3
T4
IT
1. AUAR Baseline Primary Reuse for
Industry

2. Mixed Use - Light
Industrial / Flex Tech

!"#$%&'(#)*'#+#,-.'/
01*23425167

4. Mixed Use - Urban
Village

5. Mixed Use - High
Density Urban Transit
Village

2

Other (Districts)

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

High

Doesn't include
#$%&'()"*+%$,-&("
./$"',"#$/'0$,-&("
apartment/
condo area along
Cleveland if other
uses acceptable
(alt. RM1)

Modest retail;
civic and
$0.1&-+,&("
uses along Ford
Parkway

Somewhat
applicable,
limited
neighborhood
development

Somewhat
applicable;
proposed building
heights unlikely to
reach T4 levels

2+.(0"3%"
majority of
the site

None

Limited

Limited

Limited

Limited

4&15/"/.61'$,%"
intensity and mix
of uses

Retail / mixed
use along Ford
Parkway; some
%#&,/'-+,&("
#$/'0$,-&("
if other uses
acceptable

7++0"+8-+,"
9+#"#$/'0$,-&("
and mixed-use
sub districts

0.5 min. FAR and
75’ max. height
exceed intensity
proposed in
scenario

2+.(0"3%"(':;%" Townhouse, apt./
condo: RT2, RM1,
industrial
RM2
sector of the
site

None

Limited

High

Limited

None

4&15/"/.61'$,%"
intensity and mix
of uses

Retail / mixed
use along Ford
Parkway; some
%#&,/'-+,&("
#$/'0$,-&("
if other uses
acceptable

<8-+,"9+#"
$,-#$"/'%$

0.5 min. FAR and
75' max. height
exceed intensity
proposed in
scenario

Not applicable Townhouse, apt./
condo: RT2, RM1,
- no light
RM2
industrial

None

Limited

High

Limited

None

4&15/"/.61'$,%"
intensity and mix
of uses

=$%&'(">"+61$"
along Ford
Parkway; some
%#&,/'-+,&("
#$/'0$,-&("
if other uses
acceptable

<8-+,"9+#"
$,-#$"/'%$

0.5 min. FAR and
75' max. height
exceed intensity
proposed in
scenario

Not applicable Single family
lots - R1; Single- no light
family: R1;
industrial
Townhouse, apt./
condo: RT2, RM1,
RM2

None

Limited

High

High

None

4&15/"/.61'$,%"
intensity and mix
of uses

=$%&'(">"+61$"
along Ford
Parkway

Could be
applicable,
?'%;"1+,0'-+,/"
for taller
buildings

Not applicable Single family lots
Applicable for
- R1; apt./condo:
- no light
$,-#$"/'%$@"?'%;"
RM1, RM2
;$':;%"#$/%#'1-+,/" industrial
in RC Overlay

Single Family Lots
- R1; Low-density
apt./condo: RM1/
RM2

POTENTIALLY APPLICABLE DISTRICTS FOR FORD PLANT SITE
The five scenarios envisioned for the Ford site encompass a broad range of uses, which could be captured only by a broad
range of zoning districts. The following are some options that use or adapt the City’s existing districts:

TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD DISTRICTS (T DISTRICTS)
Among the potentially applicable districts in the City’s zoning
code are the Traditional Neighborhood Districts, which have
been widely used to support transit-oriented development and
new urban villages. According to the statement of intent,
“TN traditional neighborhood districts are intended to foster
the development and growth of compact, pedestrian-oriented
urban villages. All four (4) districts are intended to encourage
a compatible mix of commercial and residential uses within
buildings, sites and blocks; new development in proximity to
major transit streets and corridors; and additional choices in
housing.”
!" “T1 traditional neighborhood district is intended to provide
for compact, pedestrian-oriented mixed-use areas of limited
size, with a variety of residential, office and service uses that
primarily serve neighborhood needs.” It has been used in
several small-scale neighborhood districts such as Como
Avenue/Luther Seminary and along West 7th Street. It
overlaps with the OS district in some respects.
!" “The T2 traditional neighborhood district is designed for
use in existing or potential pedestrian and transit nodes. Its
intent is to foster and support compact, pedestrian-oriented
commercial and residential development that, in turn, can
support and increase transit usage.” T2 has been used quite

!"

!"

widely along high-frequency transit corridors and shopping
precincts, including Highland Village.
“The T3 traditional neighborhood district provides for
higher-density pedestrian- and transit-oriented mixed-use
development.” It is designed for areas that are large enough to
support all or part of a neighborhood: mixed uses, a variety
of housing types, an interconnected street network, and an
open space system. It has been used in a few areas including,
several large master planned districts in conjunction with
those master plans, such as West Side Flats and the Upper
Landing. Master plans in T3 are now optional (a 2011
change). T3 has also had substantial use along University
Avenue in the Central Corridor.
The recently adopted T4 district “provides for highdensity, transit-supportive, pedestrian-friendly mixed-use
development. It is particularly intended for use near transit
stops along fixed rail transit (including commuter rail, light
rail and trolley) corridors, where a greater reliance on transit
makes high-density mixed-use development possible and
desirable.” (City of Saint Paul Zoning Code Traditional
Neighborhod Districts, meetings 66-312 through 66-315).
It has seen substantial use in station areas along the Central
Corridor.

RELEVANT COMPONENTS OF THE T DISTRICTS
!"

!"

!"

Minimum and maximum residential densities and floor-area
ratios (FARs). These range from FARs of 0.3 - 1.0 in the T1
District to a minimum FAR of 0.5 in the T4 District, with
the option of using a percentage of structured parking toward
the minimum.
Some site-specific setback and height requirements, primarily
along segments of University Avenue, indicating that these
are based on detailed station area plans.
Design standards for each district. These are defined in terms
of broad objectives, with some flexibility permitted. For

!"

example, “buildings anchor the corner,” “definition of
residential entries,” “building façade articulation.” Some
of the standards, such as those for building materials and
minimum transparency, are more specific.
Residential parking standards are somewhat more flexible than
in other zoning districts outside downtown. In the T1 and T2
districts, minimum off-street parking for residential uses is
reduced by 25% for properties within one-quarter mile of a
high-frequency transit street. In the T3 and T4 districts, the
25% reduction applies to all residential uses.

Most of the commercial areas in Highland Park have been zoned T2.
3

ASSESSMENT OF T DISTRICT ZONING
Based on discussion with City staff, the T districts appear to have
worked well over a broad range of conditions (especially along
high-frequency transit streets) since they were adopted in 2004,
and have been well-received by community members. In 2011,
T district design standards were revised and updated based on
experience.
Possible amendments to districts along the Central Corridor
are being studied to include allowances for accessory units
and requirements or incentives for affordable housing. These
provisions could also be applicable to the Ford site. The option for
reductions in off street parking in proximity to transit provides
for greater design flexibility and more efficient use of land, as well
as supporting car-free living and its associated socio-economic
and environmental benefits.
T2-T4 districts allow limited production and processing, with a
conditional use permit required for uses of over 15,000 square
feet of floor area, making these districts potentially suitable for
a range of workplace uses. The master plan option for T3-4

districts is relevant for the Ford site, since it is likely that any
development would require a master plan. The City’s experience
with previous master plans has been mixed. Some master plans,
such as the West Side Flats plan, have not drawn the desired
response from the development community while others, such
as the Victoria Park plan, have struggled with changing market
conditions. Depending on how it is written, a T3 – T4 master
plan may be very detailed and directiive or maybe more flexible to
adapt to changing market conditions.
Possible adjustments to the T district regulations could include:
!" Use of supplementary diagrams such as axonometric views
of site development parameters to provide more clarity and
guidance. In our experience, a combination of illustrations
and text provides multiple methods of understanding for
different users of the code.
!" Inclusion of provisions and metrics for achieving
sustainability, such as solar access and orientation, lighting,
and building efficiency. (There are already some requirements
for solar orientation in the subdivision regulations.)

OVERLAY DISTRICT OPTIONS
The existing design-oriented overlay districts have been employed
as a way to implement small area plans. Most of these districts
predated the creation of the Traditional Neighborhood districts in
the early 2000s. The T districts were designed in part to capture
many of the desired urban design features of these districts and
avoid the need for multiple similar overlays.
An overlay district could encompass many of the desired
landscape, open space, stormwater management and other

sustainability features that will be important for the Ford site,
while leaving the parameters for land use and site design to the
underlying district such as T3, IT, etc.
The level of detail included in an overlay needs to be balanced
against the complexity of the underlying district(s). A high level
of detail in both the overlay and the “base” could make it more
difficult to create and implement a development plan, compared
to a single new district.

REVISED INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS
The proposed revisions to the industrial districts include the
following changes:
!" More restrictive separation distances and improved screening
for outdoor processing.
!" Updated standards for outdoor uses such as hazardous waste
transfer, recycling facility and other heavy industrial uses.
!" Amendments to renamed “IT” district: “The IT transitional
industrial district is intended to provide sites for commercial,
office and light industrial uses that are compatible with
nearby residential and traditional neighborhood districts,
parks, and parkways.”
!" Merger of I2 and I3 districts to create a single “Industrial
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!"

General” district.
Modifies some of the T district design standards to apply
to the “I” districts to varying degrees, including parking
placement, building façade articulation, street tree
placement, transparency and building materials.

Based upon public review of these proposals, it appears that the
design standards may not be applied to the I2 and/or I3 districts,
and that these districts may remain separate. However, it appears
that the IT and possibly I1 districts are potentially applicable to
portions of the Ford site.

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The PD District is currently used for only five sites within the
City. The district requirements (Section 66.880) are mainly
procedural, with no design standards beyond the required
findings by the Planning Commission and City Council – that
the proposed development must not be in conflict with the
Comprehensive Plan; is designed to provide a desirable and
unified environment, will not burden parks and schools, etc. Such
requirements are typical of many similar “PUD” districts in the
metropolitan area and elsewhere.

Staff’s experience has been that these districts are difficult
to administer because the development requirements are
unique to each site, making them awkward to reference and
difficult to change as the developments evolve. The option of
ultimately rezoning existing sites to PD standard city districts
has been discussed. If the desire is to provide some site specific
requirements to the Ford redevelopment, an overlay district with
underlying zoning may be simpler to apply than a PD district.

OTHER CITY REGULATIONS
Zoning districts are not the only determinants of development
for the Ford site. Many other regulations in the City Code may
apply.
Subdivision regulations are a part of the Zoning Code (Chapter
69). Subdivision requirements generally apply to lot divisions
less than 20 acres in size. Most subdivisions require a plat, largely
an administrative procedure. However, the City Council, in its
review of a proposed subdivision, is charged with considering
“the requirements of the city and the best use of the land being
subdivided. Particular attention shall be given to the width and
location of streets, sidewalks, suitable sanitary utilities, surface
drainage, lot sizes and arrangements, as well as requirements
such as parks and playgrounds, schools and recreation sites and
other public uses.”
Subdivision requirements include design standards for blocks,
lots and streets. The right-of-way and roadway width for arterial
and collector streets are prescribed, while requirements for local
streets are determined by the Director of Public Works. Block
standards are fairly permissive: block lengths in residential areas
may not exceed 1,000 feet, where the typical St. Paul block
is 660 feet in length. Standards for parkland dedication, tree
preservation, and protection of other natural features are also
included.
Stormwater management standards are included in the City’s
subdivision requirements, but are also governed by the stricter
and more detailed Capitol Region Watershed District standards,
and sometimes by more site-specific studies. As discussed in
the “Sustainable Stormwater Feasibility Report for the Ford
Plant Site,” stormwater management will require a high level of
collaboration among city, watershed district, and state regulators
based on more detailed site investigations, and may or may not
be governed by zoning.

Licensing requirements specify minimum separations between
on-sale liquor establishments such as restaurants and brewpubs.
Liquor establishments must be more than 300 feet from churches
and schools. New liquor licenses may be granted in commercial
development districts, as established by the City. Six such
districts have been established to date, including the downtown
district. A restaurant license is required in conjunction with
all new Liquor - On Sale Licenses except in the Downtown
Development District.
Sign controls are contained in Chapter 64 of the Zoning
Code, which includes standards by zoning district and for over
fifteen special sign districts. Many of the special sign districts
were established to prohibit advertising (off-premises) signs,
which are now prohibited citywide. A few districts also include
design requirements intended to improve the appearance of
a commercial corridor (for example, White Bear Avenue) or
reference a separate sign plan that includes dimensional, design,
and other regulations and standards.
Off-Street parking requirements, including those for bicycles,
are contained in Chapter 63. In addition to the T District
parking requirements in Chapter 66, this section provides for a
100% reduction – essentially removing the minimum off-street
parking requirement – for traditional neighborhood districts
when over 50% of both the building and the parcel are within
one-quarter mile of University Avenue. Requirements may
also be reduced for shared parking, bicycle parking, and shared
vehicle parking. Bicycle parking is required for residential units
and in conjunction with vehicular parking. Developments
exceeding minimum parking by certain percentages are subject
to a conditional use requirement and additional landscaping
requirements.
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POTENTIAL ADDITIONS TO CITY REGULATIONS
City regulations do not cover many of the aspects of sustainable
development discussed in the “Roadmap to Sustainability.”
Elements such as building energy consumption, water
conservation, urban agriculture (City currently studying),
street and public space design, and night sky radiation are not
currently found in the city code. Some of these elements, such
as the design of streets, parks and public spaces, are generally
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led by City departments and guided by various planning
documents. Building energy consumption and efficiency are
addressed by Saint Paul’s Green Building Policy and by state
building guidelines (B3). A number of these elements are worth
considering as possible additions to the city code, and will be
explored further as part of the Zoning Framework process.

